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45TH CoNGREss, } HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. { }Irs. Doc.

No. 5.

·3d Session.

SURVEYS OF THE TERRITORIES.

LETTER
FROM: THE

ACTING PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
TRAXS)UTTIXG

A report on the surveys of the Territories.

DECE)fllER

3, 1878.-Referrell to the Committee on Appropriations n,nd onlered to be
printed.

YALE CoLLEGE, NEw HAVENt CoNN.,
November 26, 1878.
SIR: I have the honor to inclose herewith the report on the scientific
surveys of the Territories, made by the National Academy of Sciences,
in accordance with the requirement of law (H. R. 5130) approved June
20, 1878.
This report was adopted by the academy at its last meeting, held in
New York, November 6, 1878.
I have the honor, also, to transmit the following docmnents, sent to
the academy by the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Interior,
and containing detailed statements in regard to the surveys under their
respective departments, namely :
(1) A communication from the Acting Chief of Engineers of the Army.
(2) A communication from the Commissioner of the General Land
Office.
(3) A communication from Prof. F. V. Hayden.
(4) A communication from Maj. J. W. Powell.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
0. C. MARSH,
Vice-President and .Acting President of the
Nc~tional .Academy of Sciences.
To the honorable the SPEAKER
Of the Hou,se of Representa,ti?:es.
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.At a meeting of the National .Academy of Sciences, held. in New York
on November 6, 1878, the acting president of the academy submitted the
following report from the Special Committee on Scientific Surveys of t1e
Territories of the United States:
The committee of the National .Academy of Sciences, to whom has
been referred the consideration of the following requirement of law contained in the act making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the
government for the fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1879, and for other purposes, approved June 20, 1878, namely:
And the National Academy of Sciences is hereby reqnirctl, at their next meeting, to
take into consideration the methods and expenses of conducting all surveys of a scientific character under the "\Yar or Interior Department, and the surveys of the Land
Office, and to report to Congress, as soon thereafter as may be practicable, a plan for
surveying and mappiJig the Territories ofthe United States on;mch general system as
will,. in their judgment, secure the best 1;esults at the least possible cost; and also to
recommend to Congress a suitable plan for the publication aud distribution of reJ)Orts,
maps, and documents, and other results of the sai(l sm·yeys,

submit the following report:
The committee consider that the field of inquiry proposed to the
academy is intended to embrace only such surve~ys as pertain to the
public domain. They have not included in their plan of organization surveys and investigations, however scientific in method and. characte:c, which
apply solely to engineering works, such as the improvements of rivers,
harbors, lakes, &c.; the irrigation and drainage of public lands, reclamation of tidal lands, and protection of alluvial regions from floods.
Such surveys and investigations being inseparably connected with engineering problems, should, in the judgment of the committee, be conducted
by the Engineer Corps of the .Army. Nor do the committee recommend
any change in the organization' of the survey of the great lakes, as this
is now nearly completed.
The works which seem to fall especially within the limits of the meaning of the law are the geographical surveys west of the one hundredth
meridian under the War Department, the United States Geographical
-and Geological Surveys of the Territories and of the Rocky Mountain
Region under the Interior Department, and the system of land surveys
under the supervision of the Land Office. Besides these, although not
·enumerated in the law, one of the most important works now in progress
in the interior, under act of Congress, is the geodetic work of the coast
and geodetic survey. Parties of this organization are now conducting
a systematic triangulation at several points in the interior, and any general system such as is contemplated in the above law cannot be wisely
devised without taking into account the object and organization of this
survey. The objects of these various surveys are, l..An accurate geodetic
survey; 2. .A general geographical and topographical reconnaissance; 3.
Land-parceling surveys on which the governm•nt can part title to portions of the public domain; 4. The economic classification and valuation
of the public domain. To these should be added the gradual completion
of a general accurate topographical map of the whole territory of the
United States, which shall serve as a basis for all the scientific and
practical needs of the government and the people. .All .this work may
be included tmder two distinct and separate heads: 1. Surveys of mensuration; 2. Surveys of geology and economic resources of the soil.
We will first consider the present operations of the surveys of mensuration. Such surveys are _now in progress under five different independent
organizations-that of the coast and geodetic survey; of the geographical
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surveys west of the one hundredth meridian under theWar Department;
of the topographical work of the two surveys unde~ the Interior Department; and of the land survey under the Land Office. The final object of
all these works of mensuration is the accurate determination of position
and the laying down of lines and points by measurement. There is at
present no co-ordination between these five surveys. Their original
determinations of position are independent; their systems of surveys
discordant; their results show many contradictions, and involve unnecessary expenditure. The geographical reconnaissances carried on under
the War and Interior Departments are of little value for the parceling
of land, while the land surveys are of correspondingly slight topographical
and geographical value. The operations of the coast and geodetic survey in the interior do not at present include topography and land parceling. To attain the desirabte accuracy and economy, it is absolutely
essential that there should be only one geodetic system, one topographical system, and one land-parceling system, all conducted under the
same head. It is evident that both topographical and land-parceling
surveys, to be properly co-ordinated and sufficiently exact, must be based
upon a single rigid geodetic foundation. All these three divisions are
departments of measuring, all are based upon accurate determinations
of position, ;tnd, to be effectively and economically carried out, should
be united into one comprehensive system. After a careful consideration
ef the facilities at the dispo al of the several existing organizations engaged in this work, the committee believe that the coast and geodetic
survey is practically best prepared to execute the entire mensuration
system required. Within the public domain, the dominant interest of
the United States is centered in the public lands which remain to be
surveyed and sold. The administration of these lands, consisting of
1,101,107,183 acres, is necessarily within the Department of the Interior,
while the coast and geodetic survey, having been originally inaugurated
to meet the wants of commerce, has been hitherto under the Treasury
Departme:p.t. In view of the paramount importance of the public lands,
the committee recommend that the coast and geodetic survey be transferred from the Treasury Department to the Department of the Interior,
retaining its original field of operations, and assuming also the entire
mensuration of the public domain, and that, so modified and extended, it
hereafter be known as the United States Coast and Interior Survey.
This organization would then embrace, in addition to its former work, a
geodetic survey of the whole public domain, a topographical survey comprising detailed topographical work and rapid reconnaissance, and landparceling surveys. The Superintendent of the Coast and Interior Survey
should be appointed by the President, and should report directly to the
Secretary of the Interior.
The best interests of the public domain require, for the purposes of
intelligent administration, a thorough knowledge of its geological structure, natural resources, and product$. The domain embraces a vast
mineral wealth in its soils, metals, salines, stones, clays, &c. To meet
the requirements of existing laws in the disposition of the agricultural,
mineral, pastoral, timber, desert, and swamp lands, a thorough investigation and cla&l:iification of the acreage of the public domain is imperatively demanded. The committee, therefore, recommend that Congress establish, under the Department of the Interior, an independent
organization, to be known as the United States Geological Survey, to be
charged with the study of the geological structure and economical resources of the public domain, such survey to be placed under a director,
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who shall be appointed by the President, and who shall report directly
to the Secretary of the Interior.
It should be specially provided that the director and members of the
geological survey, charged as they are with the investigation of the
natural resources of the public domain, shall have no personal or pl'ivate
interests in the lands or mineral wealth of the region under suryey, and
shall execute no surveys or examinations for private parties or corporations.
Officers of the Army and Navy when not otherwise employed, might
be detailed by the Secretary of vVar, or of the Navy, to take pal't in the
operations of either survey.
With the inauguration of the two surveys above defined, the committee
recommend a discontinuance, first, of the present geographical and geological surveys west of the one hundredth ·meridian under the War
Department, except surveys necessary for military purposes and local
internal improvements ; second, of the geographical and geological surveys now in progress under the Department of the Interior; and, third,
of the present land surveys under the Land Office.
The effect of the above changes will be to maintain within the Interior
Department three distinct organizations : First, the Coast and Interior
Survey, whose function will embrace all questions of position and mensuration; second, the United Stat~s Geological Survey, whose function
will be the determination of all questions relating to the geological
structure and natural resources of the public domain; third, the Land
Office, controlling the disposition and sale of the public lands, including
all questions of title and record. With this division should be secured
a perfect co-ordination and co-operation between the three branches.
The Land Office should call upon the Coast and Interior Survey for all
surveys and measurements required for the sale and disposition of land.
The Land Office should also call upon the United States Geological Survey for all information as to the value and classification of lands. The
results of all the mensuration surveys, as soon as completed, should be
immediately available for the Land Office and for the Geological Survey
and for other branches of the government, as required. The Geological
Survey should be authorized to execute local topographical surveys for
special purposes, such, for instance, as the subterraneous surveys of
mining districts and metallic deposits, &c.
Each of the three organizations thus defined should make an annual
report of its operations to the Secretary of the Interior. The publications of the Land Office should embrace reports of its business operations
relating to the dispositio:t and sale of land, together with the necessary
maps. The publicationS' of the Coast and Interior Survey, besides the
annual report of operations, should_consist of its geodetic results, geographical, topographical, and cadastral maps, coast charts, and such
discussions and treatises connected therewith as the superintendent
shall deem of value. The publications of the Geological Survey should
consist of an annual report of operations, geological and economic maps,
illustrating the resources and classification of the land, reports upon
general and economical geology in all its branches, with the nece sarily
connected paleontology.
All collections made by the Coast and Interior and the Geological
Surveys, when no longer needed for the investigations in progress,
should be transferred to the National Museum.
The committee recommend that upon the organization of the United
States Coast and Interior Survey and the United States Geological Survey, a commission be formed, to consist of the Commissioner of the Land _
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Office, Superintendent of the Coast and Interior Survey, Director of the
United States Geological Survey, the Chief of Engineers of the Army,
and three other persons to be appointed by the President, who shall
take into consideration the codification of the present laws relating to
the survey and disposition of the public domain, and who shall report
to Congress within one year a standard of classification and valuation
of the public land, together with a system of land-parceling survey.
The necessity of this commission is evident from the fact that by far the
larger part of the public domain lies in the region where, from geological and climatic causes, the lands are for the most part not valuable for
field-culture, and where the system of homestead pre-emption and sale
in accordance with existing laws is both impracticable and lmdesirable.
In regard to publications of the two surveys above defined, the committee recommend that, besides the number of copies of each re rt
which Congress may order for its own distribution, three thousand
copies be published for scientific exchanges by the heads of these surveys and for sale at the price of publication; that all literary and chartographic material received by the heads of these surveys in exchange
be the property of the United States and form a part of the libraries of
the two organizations; that the money resulting from the sale of these
publications be covered into the Treasury.
The committee recommend that the annual reports of operations of the
two surveys accompany the report of the Secretary of the Interior ; that
the special memoirs and reports of both surveys be issued in uniform
quarto series; that the style and scale of the chartographic publications be
determined by the head of each organization, so as to express the scientific results in the most effective and economical manner.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
0. C. MARSH,
Vice-President and Acting President.
JAMES D. DANA,
WILLIAM B. ROGERS,
J. S. NEWBERRY,
W. P. TROWBRIDGE,
SIMON NEWCOMB,
ALEX. AGASSIZ,
Members ojtlte Committee.
NEW YoRK, Not'ember 6, 1878.

At the meeting of the National Academy of Sciences, held in New
York, November 6, 1878, the abo\e report was adopted.
0. C. MARSH,
Acting President.
J. H. C. COFFIN,
Home Secretary.
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WAR DEPARTJ\>f.ENT.
Letter frorn the Secretary.

W.A.R DEPART:i\1ENT,
TVashington City, October 30, 1878.
Sm : I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of
September 28 last, in reference to the "Act making appr01)riations for
sundry civil expenses," &c. (H. R. 5130), Forty-fifth Congress, second session! relative to the consideration by the National Academy of Sciences
of ' all surveys of a scientific character under the War and Interior Depa tments and under the Land Office," and informing this department
that a committee of the academy has been appointed and is now ready
to consider the subject, and ·requesting that a communication may be addressed to you by this department conveying any information in regard
to its plans and wishes in reference to such surveys.
In reply thereto, I inclose herewith a report of the Chief of Engineers
upon tb,e subject. The inclosures mentioned therein have been boxed
and shipped to you by to-day's express its per address of this letter.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
GEO. W. J\icCRAI~Y,
Secretary of War.
Prof. 0. C. MARSH,
Buckingharn Hotel, Fifth Aven·ue, New York.

YALE COLLEGE, NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT,

September 28, 1878.
SIR: Referring to "An act making appropriations for sundry civil expenses," &c.
(H. R. 5130, Forty-fifth Congress, second session), relative to the consideration by the
National Academy of Sciences of "all surveys of a scientific character, under the War
or Interior Department, and the surveys of the Land Office," I have the honor to say
that a committee of the academy has been appointed, and is now ready to consider the
subject.
I respectfully ask, therefore, that a communication may be addressed to me from
your office, conveying any information in regard to the plans and wishes of your department as to the above surveys you may think proper to lay before the academy.
The next meeting of the academy will begin November 5, 1878, aud an early reply,
therefore, is desirable.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
0. C. MARSH,
.Acting P1'esident of the National Academy of Sciences.
Ron. SECRETARY OF WAR.

OFFICE OF TilE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS,

Washington, D. C., Octobel' 29, 1878.
SIR: Referring to the letter of the 28th ultimo, from Prof. 0. C. Marsh, acting president of the National Academy of Sciences, inviting attention to that portion of an
"Act making appropriations for the sundry civil expenses of the government," approved on the 20th June, 1878, which relates to the consideration by that academy of
all "surveys of a scientific character under the War or Interior Department and the
surveys of the Land Office," and requestin~ to be informed of the plans and wishes of
the War Department in connection therewith, which letter has been referred to this
office for the views of the Chief of Engineers, I have the honor to submit the following:
'
While surveys, of more or less detail, of those portions of the Territories of the United
States which are suitable for agricultural purposes and for mining, are essential to the
settlement and development of such portions of the public lands by emigrants from the
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Eastern States and from Europe, surveys of the entire areas of these Territories are
necessary to the War Department in its supervision of campaigns against hostile Indians, and the establishment of military posts, and to the troops in the execution of the
orders of that department. As has been abundantly shown in the history of the operations in these campaigns from the first to those now in progress, they more frequently
cover the arid, sterile, and worthlf'ss parts of the Territories, which form a very large
portion of their whole area, than those parts which are inhabited, or are susceJ'tible
of settlement and cultivation.
No other department of the gonrnment is so much interested in, or has so many
uses for, a eomplete survey of the entire area as the \Var Department, and the maps
required for its use should f'xhibit all that is necessary to be known in the ordering of
the movements of troops andsnpplies, inclucling exactly all the localities of routes over
which they can be moved, the resources of the country, the probable haunts of the
enemy, and all the natural features of the ground which may in any way affect the
. movements ofiufantry, artillery, and cavalry. Not only are these maps of the entire
area, including the most barren, necessary to those whose office it is to direct the movements of troops mHl snpplies, lmt the engineer department of the Army should be able
to fnrnish en•ry offic<•r in command oftl·oops with good maps printed on strong paper
for use in tlw field.
Any kind of survey fulfilling the above rPquirem(:'nts, and covering so large an extent of conntry, invol \res so gr<'at an expenditure of time and money that-well-arranged
plans, in n•Hpect to the methods to be employed, the precision to be obtained, a,n<.l the
proper department for doing the work, should be considered. The methods to be employNl,.a,nd the d<'gree of1n·ecision to be obtained, depend upon the actual and prospective reqnirt>ments of the government (especially of the ·war Department, which, as
before stated, has a paramount need of a survey of all the portions of onr public domain, the worthless as well as the >aluable), the wants of the inhabitants, and of
those who are looking toward the \Vest with views of emi~ation or investment.
That minute surveys, such as the ordnance survey of J!.jngland, executed by the
corps of royal engineers; the surveys of the continental countries of Europe, carried
on by their military establishments; the survey of the Atlantic and Pacific and Gulf
coasts by the Coast Survey, and the survey of the great lakes by this department, are
not required for our \Vestern Territories, thinly settled or entirely unoccupied by civilized people, as they are, is manifest. Their area is immense ; the cost woulcl be enormous, aud there a,re no neccsRities which demand them. None of the densely-settled
States of the East, as far as this department is informed, have as yet been induced to
authorize the expenditures required for such shrveys of their comparatively small
areas; an<l the \Var Department has not, and, it is believed, will not, ask Congress
to appropriate the public moneys for auy such survey of our Western Territories.
The propriety of this is a1)parent when it is considered that the cost of such a survey
would not, in this country, be l(:'SS than $100 per square mile, that the. area of the
country west of the 100th meridian of longitude is about 1,500,000 square miles, and
that the total cost would not be less than $150,000,000. Furthermore, such a survey,
with any probable expenditures which Congress would be likely to grant, could not be
executed iu less than two hund.red years.
In the view of this department, a trigonometrical and topographical survey of the
Territories, which shall be founded on accurate astronomical and geodetic methods;
that is, in 1ohich the frarne-n,ork of all extended su1·veys-the triangulation-is carefttlly
executed; which exhibits with sufficient accuracy, and with variable degrees of detail
accorcling to circumstances, the forms all(l elevation of the mountain ranges and
passes, the roads, the trails, the lakes and ponds, the water-courses, the forests, and
all the prominent natural features of the country, including its capacity for agricultme, for grazing, and for mining; which includes the gauging of streams with reference to the irrigation of those portions of the country which are susceptible of occupation by a grain-growing population; and which shows at a glance everything necessary
to be known in connection with the movements of troops and supplies, is the survey
which should be recommended for the adoption of Congress.
The frame-work of the map being accurate, limited areas can be Slirveyed from time
to time with a,uy degree of exactitude required for any special purposes, whether connected with the geography. the geology, or the natural history of those areas.
'l'he surv('Y of the territory west of the one hundredth meridian, carried on nuder the
direction of the Chief of Engineers, by officers of the Corps of Engineers, officerR of
other branches of the military service detailed for the work, and by civilians of scientific attainments in the service. of this department, which has aheady surveyed more
than 300,000 square miles of area, is believed to fulfill all the foregoing requh·ements
of the \Var Department, and of the nation at the present time, and nntil the Territories
are not less thickly settled than the more recent of the States of the Union. The
geodetic work on which the maps of this survey are based may be relied on as accurate; and that the topography is sufficiently in detail, is evident from an inspection of
examples which are sent herewith for the information of the National Acad(:'my.
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Respectiug the snn'e;r of the northern and northwestern lakes and the river Saint
Lawrence, carried on by this department, I beg to refer to pages 8 to 10, inclusive, of
the accompanying report of the survey of the lakes for 1875, which gives a short his• tory and shows the extent of this survey. The fie](l work, which has embraced
between the eastern limit (St. Regis, N. Y.) and the western limit (Duluth, Minn.)
about six thousand miles of coast line, is now practically completed, and has been
exee\tted in a manner not inferior, it is believed, to any survey of the kind in any
country. Examples of the maps of this suryey are herewith.
A geological survey of the fortieth parallel, embracing a strip of country about one
hundred miles wide between the one hundred and fourth and one hundred and twentieth degrees of longitude, executed by Mr. Clarence King, under the direction of the
Chief of Engineers, has been completed. A copy of the atlas of the survey is herewith,
and it is sufficient evidence of the excellent character of a work which has received so
many well-deserved encomiums.
A survey of the Mississippi River is now being executed by officers of this department, under recent acts of Congress, for the benefit of the navigation of that river, and
for the preparation of plans of works of improvements under this department, especially
the works necessary for the protection of its alluvion against floods; a question now
become of the first importance. The character of this '',rork is essentially the same as
the lake survey, and the officers and other persons and the public property employed
in the latter have been to a great degree transferred to the former. Examples of the
maps of this survey are also herewith.
In addition to the foregoing surveys, carried on by this department, are many
special surveys of rivers and harbors under the river and harbor acts enacted by Congress from year to year, and the topographical suryeys executed by tlw engineer
officers attached to the headquarters of the generals in command of the western military divisions and departments. The former surveys, being limited in their nature by
the requirements of works of improvement, need not be further mentione<.l in this
communication.
Respecting the surveys by the division :mel department engineers, it may be stated
that there is necessarily at each of these head<]umters au engineer officer or acting engineer officer (generally of the rank of captain or lieutenant), and a part of their
duties is to make sp.ch surveys and reconnaissances as they can execute by means of
limited amounts of funds furnished them and the assistance of the troops. Many of
these reconnaissances are made dluing marches of troops in campaigns, and they have
been of very great utility iu the preparation of campaignnu~ps for the use of the troops
in the before almost unknown areas of the country in which the,y have been operating.
A recent computation shows that more than 175,000 miles of routes, lines, and marches
have been plotted by these officers within ten years.
The foregoing relates to the plans of the 'Var Department.
Respecting its wishes, it is suggested that in view of the considerations that refined
methods of topographical survey were :first used in the United States by officers of the
Army in the performance of their varied duties under the government; that they were
among the first to apply the refineu methods of geodetic smvey; that from the time
the government.had territories to explore the explorations have been mainly made by
them; that so large a portion of the information contained in all of the maps of the
United States west of the Mississippi River is due to their labors; that the \Var Department has under its onlers a trained body of officers skilled in every operation of
a survey, including the most refined and difficult problems in astronomy and geodesy,
and in the administrative duties connected with extemleu surveys; that the officers of
the War Department frm:i:l the earlier years of this century-from the days of Pike and
and Long, Lewis and Clarke, and Bonneville-have borne the hardships and exposure
of the preliminary examinations and surveys, when the region was an unknown wilderness, and have gone on improving their surveys from time to time by more accurate
methods as the improvements in instruments and means of their trans11ortation have
increased; and of the further consideration that the supervision over the methods
and the checks upon the expenses of the officers of this department, exercised by the
Chief of Eugineers, are watchful and constant, it is believed to be the desiTe of the
War Department, and for the best interests of the government, that the surveys of the
Territories of the West under the Engineer Department shall continue to th full extent
that Congress may be willing and grant appropriations therefor.
Respecting the land surveys and the geological surveys of the Territories, it is not
deemed necessary in this communication to mention them, since these special surveys
!tre under another department of the government. It may be stated, however, that
it would seem to be a waste of public money to make surveys of any portions of the
public land for the purpose of making descriptions of area in passing the title of the
United States, unless there is a probability of the sale of such portions (as, for instance,
by ~eason of their value for agriculture or mining purposes), and it may be consid~red
adv1sable that thejWar Department ~:~mTeys, of the character already mentioned, should
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precede the sel<>ction by the Interior Department of the portions of the public lands to
be surveyed in detail for ~::~ubdivision and sale.
.
If this plan :;hould be adopted, not only would there be no difficulty in determining
beforeJ1and tlw limits of the areas oyer whicJ1 tJ1e land survey should properly be carried; but the points and lines of the land surveys could be, with ycry little trouble or
expense, plotted on the maps in their correct geodetic positions.
In regard to the g<>ological SlHYeys, no reason is foreseen why the maps of the \Var
Department surve~·s cannot be dra,Yn to any scale which may be considered necessary
in plotting the geology of those po·rtions of the country over 'vhich it may be considered
necessary to carry investigations in that science.
The following documents and maps are sent herewith for the information of the National Academ~· of Sciences iu its consideration of the matters r<>ferred to in this communication:
1. Thirteen maps of the series of maps of the survey west of .t ho 100th meridian ; 29
maps of this series have been published.
2. 'fen charts of the series of charts of the snrYey of the northern and northwestern
lakes and River Saint Lawrence; 65 maps of this series have been published.
3. Four charts of tho serie~-; of charts of the survey of the Mississippi River; 9 charts
of this series have bPPH pnblishe(l.
4. A copy of the War Department map of the U'nitod States, exhibiting the <listribution of military posts.
5. A copy of the atlas of the geological snn-ey of the 40th parallel.
6. A copy of" Notes on European Stu"Yeys," by General Comstock, of the Cor11s of
Enginc<>rs.
7. A copy of the report of the mvcy of the northPrn and north western lakes for 1875,
containing (pages tl to 10 inclusive) a short history and showing the extent ofthatsurw~
.
The "letter of the acting president of the National Academy of Sciences is herewith
retlunNl.
Yery respectfully, your obc(lient seiTant,
H. G ...WRIGHT,
Acting Cllief of Engineers.

Hou.

GEORGI-:

,Y. McCHARY,
Secretary of War.

DEPAHTl\iBNT OF THE INTERIOR.

Letter frmn the Secretary.
DEP A.RTMEN'l' OF THE IN'l'ERIOR,

lVashington, D. G., November 2, 1878.
SIR : Pursuant to the request contained in your letter of the 28th
September last for information concerning public surveys, under a paragraph in the sundry civil act of 20th June last (20 Stat., 230), which
requires the National Academy of Sciences to take into consideration
the subject of scientific surveys, as wP-ll as those conducted under the
direction of the General Land Office, I have the honor to transmit herewith the following papers :
1. Copy of the Report of the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
with exhibits, (a) Instructions to surveyors-general, in private; (b) Diagram, showing principal meridian, principal base, guide meridian, correction or standard parallels, and township lines; (c) Form of surveying
contract; (d) Special instructions for the establishment and survey of
boundary-line coincident with a degree of longitude; (e) Boundary-line
o~ parallel of latitude; (/) Outline of rectangular system of surveying;
(g) Blank township-plat, showing surveyable lines and corners.
2. Report of Maj. J. W. Powell, in charge of United States Geographical and Geological Survey of the Rocky Mountain Region, with
exhibits,- (a) Ex. Doc. No. 80, House of Representatives, 45th Congress,
2d session; (b) printed copy of Report of J. ,V. Powell for 1877; (c)

•
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Schedule of the principal meridians used in the survey of the public
lands ; (d) Synopsis of the Annual Report of the Commissioner of the
General Land Office for 1875; (e) Same for 1877; (f) Instructions to
surveyors-general.
3. Report of Prof. F. V. Hayden, in charge of the Geographical and
Geological Survey of the Territories, with exhibits, (a) Ex. Doc. House
of Represe}ltatives, Report No. 612, 43d C<;mgress, 1st session; (b) Catalogue of the publications of the United States Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories; (c) Sketch of the origin and progress of said survey; (d) Ex. Doc. No. 81, House of RepresentativeR,
45th Congress, 2d se-ssion.
Very respectfully, your obedient servaut,
C. SCHURZ,
Secretary.
Prof. 0. C. 1\'fA.RSII, Yctle College,
Acting President of the }{ational Academy of Sciences,
New Haren Conn.

I.
DEPARTMENT OF TilE lNTERIOH,
GENERAL LAL~D OFFICE,

•

Washington, D. C., October 28, 1878.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, by reference from you, of a communication of the acting president of the National Academy of ScieJ1CPR1 announcing
the appointment by that body of a committee, and its readiness to take into consideration the methods and expenses of conducting all surveys of a scientific character
1mder the "War or Interior Department, anu the surveys of the General Laud Office,"
in accordance with a requirement contained in the act making appropriations for
sundry civil expenses of the government, approved June 20, 1878.
The surveys conducted under the clirection of this office are con:finrd to the establishment of boundary lines of States and Territories, Indian reservations, private
claims or grants, mineral claims, and the subdivision of the public domain into tracts
suitable for disposal to individuals.
The work is performed under mileage and per diem rates, :fixed by law, and chiefly
in accordance with the published manual of instructions to snrveyors-gcnrral, which,
by act of Congress, has become a part of the laws governing the same. The manual
is sometimes amplified as regards details by special instructions from this office.
Wherever necessary, data are procured from the vVar Department, whose snrve~'S are
conducted by geodetic and astronomic methods.
In arriving at results sought for by this office under tlJC present Rystem of Rnrveys,
the employment of methods called into service in projecting {'xtensivc aiHl connected
geographical and topographical surveys is regarded unnee{'Hsary.
Regarding any proposed change in the method of survPying the public lands, I
desire to say that any dcpartm·e from the rectangular syHtPm or any ehm1ge . in the
measurement or subdivision of the land would, in my opilliou, create confusion, which
no advantage gained by the change could comlwn~;ate for.
There is no State or Territory to which the prt'sent RyHt<'m l1as not heen E'xtended
save Alaska. All the citizens residing in thos<' parts of the L"uited States aml TerritoI'ies where the public lands have bc<'n Rnrve~'ecl under the prrHent system are famili'ar
with it, the mode of describing the ~;ubclivisionH are excc<>clingly simple, the length of
subdivisional lines accord with onr national stamlanl of linear nH'::IHlll'enwnt. For
these and other reasons which might he given, no chang(' Hhouhl he made in the method
of surveying the public lands as now provid<'<l by law.
I am, however, of the opinion that combini11g a g<'ological all(l grographical ~;urvey
with the s1uvey of the public lands might be most heJw:ticia l alHl eemtomieal.
The law providing for the sale or other <lisposition of the public ]awls coutaioo,
among other proviHions, the following: Mineral htnds arr n'Hf'lT<:'<l fi·om grants and
fi·om appropriation by homestea(l a,nd pre-emption RettlPrH.
The sale of coal lands at fi'om ten to twenty dollars pPr acre is provided for by law,
and they cannot he lawfully taken· hy hom<'st<'ad and pn'-emption SPttlerR.
An increased price is placed npon lands in some parts of tlw conntry whicl1 is chiefly
valuable for the tim lwr growing npon it.
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The s1.1rvey of the public lands under existing laws requires that section lines shall
be traced and established one mile apart, and this is all that is requirecl for the accurate
survey of the land. The surveyor is only required to make such notes as to the quality
of the land as come within his vision from the line he is tracing. These notes must,
from necessity be very imperfect and tmreliable as an accurate description of the
quality of the iancl and of its mineml and timber resources or value. Either after or
before the surveys are extended over the public lands geographical and geological surveys are made at great expense, which describe the country no doubt most accurately,
but not with reference to the public surveys. It is impossible to determine n·om these
surveys any fact concerning any subclivision of the public lands showing the value of
it for mineral or agricultural purposes.
If the geological and geogmphical surveys were made simultaneously with the subdivisional survey of the land, this office and the local offices would, of course, be
advised of the character of the land, and would thus be enabled to prevent the taking of coal, mineral, or timber lands under the laws for the disposal of agricultural
lands, and would result in a great saving to the Treasury of the government. ·
I transmit herewith a copy of the manual of instructions to sm:veyors-general, copy
of special instructions for the establishment and survey of a boundary coincident with a
degree of longitude, abstracts of returns of survey Df a boundary line on a parallel of
latitude, showing the methods used in determining the same, an outline of the rectangular system of surveying, with diagrams A and B, and form of a contract for the survey of public lands.
Very respectfully,
J. A. WILLIAMSON,
Commi~Ssioner.

Hon. CARL ScHURZ,
Sec1·etm·y of the Int el'ior.
OI•'FICE OF THE UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL A...~D GEOGRAPlliCAL
SURVEY OF THE TERRITORIES,

Washington, D. C., October 29, 1878.
SIR: Your communication of October 3, inclosing a copy of a letter from Prof. 0. C.
l\farsh, acting president of the National Academy of Sciences, requesting a report on
the subject of said letter, was received at Cheyenne, Wy., October 13, on my return
from the Yellowstone Park.
In reply, I beg to say that any plans which I could offer for the survey of the Western Territories would naturally be based upon the organization now under my charge.
However desirable might be some great comprehensive plan of surveys, which should
include all the scientific organizations connected with the government, the question
would arise, is any such plan practicable at this time f Is the country ready for a
department or bureau of science. If not, we have simply to consider what })Ian may
be most practicable, and what one may meet· the approval of a majority of Congress
and the scientific men of the country.
My own agency in the work of exploration in the West is well known to the president and the committee of the National Academy. My labors commenced as far back
as 1853 and have been uninterruptedly continued to the present time, except for a
period of about four years of the war, during which I served as a surgeon of vohmteers.
My explorations in earlier years were made under unfavorable circumstances, when
there was but little interest in such matters among our·people, and it is only within a
few years that I have begun to reap the rewards of those labors. 'The survey now
tmder my direction began in a very small way in 1867, and has gradually attained its
present size and position through my most strenuous personal efforts. It was, hov~~
ever, founded largely on my labors during the :first eight years, or from 1853 to 1860.
1. I need not refer in detail to the numerous publications made as the results of the
survey up to this time, as they are doubtless well known to the committee of the
academy. Should the committee need any additional info ation, I shall be happy
to furnish it without delay. In the mean time I beg the secretary to forward them
the accompanying package of pamphlets (marked 1, 2, 3, and 4), and to refer them to
· the publications of the survey, named therein, which can be forwarded to them at
any time.
·
2. The organization under my clirection consists of men with peculiar fitness for and
a large practical experience in the special departments of the work assigned to them.
They have been engaged in Western exploration from five to twenty years ·e ach. The
organization is complete in all its parts, and ready to perform any work which can be
required of a geological and geographical survey in its most comprehensive senses.
It is regarded by the most eminent men of science in this country and in Europe as
the most important and effective survey in existence at the present time. Dr. Petermann, after spending a day in examining the work and the office of the survey, stated
"that there was not such an organization jn all Europe." The testimony of Dr ..
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Hooker and General Strachey (herewith, marked A and B) is to the same effect. I
have many other letters n·om all parts of Europe testifying to the same statement.
If this is the case, then no material changes in the organization coula be productive
of good, but, on the contrary, would cause much evil and expense, and greatly retard
the progress of our Western surveys.
3. The proposition to combine the geological ::md geographical surveys and the public land surveys under one bureau, presided over by a surveyor-general, it is believed
would prove fatal to the former. All experience shows that such combinations result
in complete failures. The two departments may aid each other, as they do at present,
but they should be kept entirely separate, or the practical part of the work of the
latter, appealing to so large a majority of the people, vwul<l very soon absorb the
more purely scientific and precise operations of the former. It would be as difficult
and fatal, for example, as the combination of the Smithsonian Institution with the
Patent Office. No objection applies to the public land surveys as now conducted, t>r
the office of a surveyor-general for the supervision of such public land surveys.
4. 'rhe grade of work 'Yas fixed in a general way by the Department of the Interior
in July, 1874 (see copy herewith, marked "C "). It seems to me that the grade of
which the atlas of Colorado may be regarded as a standard is sufficiently high. The
theory of our government is that all Territories will eventually become States of the
Union, with all the powers, as it were, of independent Rovereignties, and capable of
taking care of their own interests, as has been already the case with the States east
of the Mississippi. State geological surveys have been successfully established, and
in most instances continued for many years, and it seems, therefore, that a general
geological and geographical survey of the Territories, in accordance ''"ith the lllan
fixed by the Secretary of the Interior, is amply sufficient to show the scientific and
practical resources of the public domain, while the Territories remain wards of the
general government.
1
5. The geological surveys, so far as tbe Department of the Interior is concerned,
should be directly under the Secretary of the Interior, and not under a,ny bureau officer
of the department. In the former case the chief of the survey receives his general
instructions, and he is untrammeled by specific orders or tbe intermeddling of one who
has little else to do. The office of a chief of bureau in ·washington would be an obstructive sinecm·e.
6. If the committee shoultl take the view (as they probably wilt) that there should
be but one organization for geological and geographical work under the Department
of the Interior, I beg the Secretary to call their at.tcntion to a l<'tter addressed to the
Secretary of the Interior on that. subject, dated November 15, 1877, a copy of which is
on file in the Secretary's office. With reference to a third survey, now conducted by
the War Department, if it should be decided that the parties remain as they are, under
the Department of the Interior and ·war Department respectively, the areas to be
assigned to each could be readily determined by conference of the Secretaries of the
Interior and War Departments, as was done the past season, in accordance with a
recommendation of the Committee on Public Lands of the House of Representatives,
in an extended report on "Geographical and geological surveys west of the Mississippi" (43d Congress, 1st session, report No. 612, page 18), herewith (marked I). In
either case, duplication is prevented.
7. Should there be an effort made to divorce topography fr·om geology, placing the
former under the War Department and the latter under the Interior Department, I
would urge that experience shows it to be impract~cable as well as unwise. 'rhe
unison of both these branches in the same organization improves the quality as well as
the quantity of the work, and greatly diminishes the expense. When a party is organized for any special kind of work, as topography, for example, with a very little
additional expense geologists and natmalists may be added. 'l'he topographer and
geologist, when working harmoniously, are of great mutual aid. The topographer
locates with precision on his map the geology, while the geologist's additional knowledge gives form and completeness to the work of the topographer. Geology deals
with the skeleton, so to speak, while topography clothes that skeleton with its natural form.
•
Again, the department having the topography could, in our new country, where so
little good work has been done as yet, easily control the geologist, and throw so many
<>bstructions in the way of his work that geology would shortly follow topography
under the same department.
In comparatively small European countries, as England or Germany, the topography
was worked up in detail many years before geology became a science ; but in this
·country our topography and geology west of the 94th meridian are most.ly new.
Although there are many minor or collateral points upon which I do not touch in
this commlmication, yet the foregoing considerations are submitted as the result of
iillany years' experience.
It would be a matter of great satisfaction to the members of the survey if the com-
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mittee of the academy would make a careful exmninn,tion of its workings as shown
by the material in the office.
Very respectfully, your obedient sen-aut,
F. V. HAYDEN,
United States Geologist.
Hon. C. Scnunz,
Secretary of the Interi01·.

A.
Sir Joseph D. Hooker, a, distinguished botanist, director of the Gardens of Kew and
president of the Royal Society, London, Eng., says:
"I can hardly tell you how great the interest is which your survey work excites
here in England. Taken in all its bearings, it is no doubt the most interesting and
important now being undertaken anywhere on the globe, India, perhaps, only excepted, and you certainly beat India in the admirable completeness of your work and
the illustrations of the physical as well as geological features of the COlmtry."

B.
Lieut. Gen. Richanl Strachey, of the royal engineers, London, Eng., says:
"I wish you every success in the completion of the great work you have hitherto
so well carried on. As I have before said to you, I think it is an undertaking in all
respects most honorable to your government and to the men of science who have been
their agents in carrying it out. In truth it is, I believe, the only really scientific survey of a great country ever entered upon."

c.
DEPARTl\fENT OF THE L"'\TERIOR,

Washington, D. C., July l, 1874.
Instructions jo1· tltc gorernment of the geological and geogmphical survey of the Territories
of the United States (authorized by act of Congress to be made 1mde1· the clirection of the
See~·etaty of the Interior) in the preparation of suitable ?lta]JS for the construction of an
atlas of said TmTitories.

The following plan for the construction of an atlas of the territory of the United
States west of the meridian of 99° 30' has been adopted by tllis department :
As the area mentioned embraces the greater part of the arid region of the United
States, and has within its limits the greater number of mining districts therein, it is
necessary that the maps composing the atlas contemplated shall be on a scale of sufficient magnitude to exhibit all the important geographical and geolo~ical features of
the cotmtry; and in order that the several parties working under tne dll·ection of
this department may properly connect their work, that the progress made in their
surveys may at all times be understood, and that the several surveys may be conducted on a uniform system, this plan has been adopted:
1. There shall be two classes of maps-one known as "general," the other as
"special" maps-and the "general" maps shall be subdivided into two classes, viz:
"topographical" and "geolo6fical."
2. The general maps shall be on a scale of four miles to an inch, or ~m· The
sheets thereof shall be 26 inches long by 37 inches wide, including the border, and to
be folded once. The area to be represented on each sheet shall be two and one-half
degrees in longitude, and one and one-fourth degrees in latitude. The one hundred
and twelfth meridian shall be taken as the standard from which the maps are to be
projected in an easterly and westerly direction, and the thirty-eighth parallel as the
standard from which they shall be projected in a northerly and soQ.therly direction,
these lines forming the division lines between the atlas-sheets adjacent thereunto.
,
3. Maps or charts of the second or "special" class may be constructed on other
scales and embracing other areas, wherever it shall be found necessary, for the purpose of properly representing mining districts, mineral, a.gricultural, pasture, or timber lands, or other special purposes.
C. DE L ANO,
Searetary of the Itlteri<w.
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II.
DEPARTMENT 01!' T~IE INTElUOR,
U. S. GIWGRAPHICAL AND GEOLOGICAL SUIWI~Y
OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION,
[J. W. POWELL, IN CHARGE,]
Washington, D. C., November 1, 1878.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of October 3, as follows:
''DEPARTMENT OF THE INTI<;RIOR,
" Washington, Octobm· 3, 187
uMaj. J. ,V, Po·wELL,
"Geologist in charge of the U. S. Geographical
"ancl Geological Sttrvey of the Rocky Mountain Region:
"Sm: I transmit herewith a copy of~ letter fi'om Prof. 0. C. Marsh, acting president
of the National Academy of Sciences, relative to that provision of the act making
appropriation for stmdry civil expenses of the government for the year ending June 30,
1879, which requires the academy to take into consideration certain matters relating to
the surveys of a scientific character under the War or the Interior Department, and
the surveys of the Land Office.
"I will thank you to furnish to this department a report upon the subject of said
letter, giving such information as yon ma~- think will be of value to the committee of
the academy.
''Very respectfully;
"C. SCHURZ,
"Secretm·y."
Aml ali:io the letter from Prof. 0. C. Marsh, transmitted with the above, as follows:
"YALE COLLEGE, NEW HAYEX, CONN.,
" Septembm· 28, ltl78.
"To the Ron .. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR :
"Sm: Referring to 'An act making appropriation for sundry civil expenses,' &c.
(H. R. 5130), Forty-fifth Congress, second session, 1·elative to the consideration by the
National Academy of Sciences, of 'all surveys of a scientific character under the ·war
or Interior Department and the surveys of the Land Office,' I have the honor to say
that a committee of the academy has been appointed and is now ready to consider the
subiect.
"I respectfully ask, therefore, that a communication may be addressed to me from
your office conveying any information in regard to the plans and wishes of your department as to the above surveys you may think proper to lay before the academy.
"The next meeting of the academy will begin November 5, 1878, and an early reply,
therefore, is desirable.
"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"0. C. MARSH,
"Acting President of the National Acadenvy of Sciences."
The letter was forwarded from my office and reache(l me in Utah, where I was enin :fiehl work, on the 14th of October. I immediately returned to Washington
tor the purpose of making reply.
The clause of the appropriation bill, referred to iu the letter of Professor Marsh, is
as follows:
"And the National Academyof Sciences is hereby required, at their next meeting, to
take into consideration the methods and expenses of contlucting all surveys of~ scientific character under the War or Interior Department, and the surveys of the Land
Office, and to report to Congress, as soon thereafter as may be practicable, a plan for
surveying and mapping the Territories of the United States on such general system
as will, in their judgment, secure the best results at the least })OSsible cost, and also
to recommend to Congress a suitable plan for the publication and distribution of the
:r:eports, maps, and documents, and other results of said surveys."
In reply to the above request, I beg leave to make the following statement:
The methods of conducting the surveys carried on under my direction, and the
expense thereof, are set forth in the accompanying documents, marked A and B,
as succinctly as I am able to present them. . I beg leave, therefore, to refer the committee to the same, as my answer to the :first part of the inquiry. Should the committee, however, desire a more elaborate and detailed reply, I shall be pleased to furnish it; or should it be deemed wise to ask specific questions relating to any portion
~aged
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<>f the work lllHh'l' 111y direction, I shall consider it an honor to rl'ply ns thoroughly and
explicitly as I am able. I should consider it a priYilege to explain to the committee,
with the fullest detail, the methods of research pm·sued in my work, and should be
pleased to la~r before its members for examination the system employed in the geographical work, with instruments, systematic records, field sketches, &c., embracing the
methods of measuring base lines, extending the triangulation therefrom, determination of altitudes, sketching the topography, constraction of charts, &c., and the
geological methods of research, embracing the succession and geographical distribution of the sedimentary groups, the character and distribution of the crystalline schists,
the characteristics, classification, and distribution of the extravasated rooks, the
methods of research and representation employed in the study of structural geology,
&c.; and also the researches in North American ethnology, embracing linguistics,
sociology, mythology, arts, &c., together with the g eographical distribution of the
tribPs; aud, finally, the limited studies made in natural history. The greater part of
the work ii:l yet unpublished, and for a proper understanding of what has been done
it would be necessary to thoroughly examine the materials in my office.
In relaton to the next part of the inquiry, i. e., as to "a plan for surveying and
mapping tlw Territories of the United States on such general system as will * * *
secure the best results at the least possible cost," I beg to submit the following suggestions:
For the past t en or twPlve yC'ars different parties haYe been engaged in this work,
pursuing diverse mcthotls aml producing diverse results. Four distinct autonomous
geographical and g<'ological surveys have b een carried on simultaneously. In my
answer to the resolution of inquiry from the Honse of RepresentatiYes, made on motion of the Hon. J. D. C. Atkins, chairman of tho Committee on Appropriations, relating to the same subj ect, I made certain statements in my :final r emarks to which I
beg to call attention. ( licle accompanying document marked B, being House of RepresentatiYes Ex. Doc., 80, Fort~'-fifth Congress, second session.)
The closing paragraph is as follows:
"In view of all these facts, it is manifJ,st that the work shonlll be unified aml a
common s~·stcm adopted. This may be aecomplished either by act of Congress, by
execntiYe direction, or by lllacinp; the work nuder one management."
I am still of the opinion Lhat the unification which I advocated at that time would
be wise; and desire to lH'CHent a(Mitionalreasons for the opinion then expressed.
I. The geographical work should be based on a transcontinental triangulation on a
comprehensive plan, aml carried on with proper refinement. "\Vith the work divided
as it has been for the pa~;t ten years this is practically impossible. No one organization with its small appropriation can make the necessary outlay of money for this
work without swallowing up the whole or greater part of its funds, and thus it would
be prevented fi·om doing other work. All of the scientific surveys which have been
carried on for the past ten years are practically "in the air," because this fundamental condition of accuracy has been neglected.
II. For the hypsometric work transcontinental line's of levels should be establishecl
to which all the base stations in the field should be 1·elated by connecting lines. With
the multiplicity of surveys ahd the small appropriations for each, it is impossible to
have this work done, as it is impossible to have the transcontinental t1:iangulation
made.
III. All that portion of hypsometric work which is done by means of the barometer
is to a greater or less extent inaccurate, from the fact that the barometric constante
for North America have not been properly determined. The tables now in use are
based on observations made at Saint Bernard and Geneva under climate conditione
widely differing from those that obtain in this country. (Vide Williamson "On the Us~
of the Barometer," p. 220, et seq.j Pettie and Whitney, "Contributions to Barometric
Hypsometry," in Report of the Geological Survey of California, and Lieut. Wm. L.
Marshall, "Meteorology and Hypsometry," AppendixG 1, p. 370 ofReport of the Chief
of Engineers, 1876-'77, vol. II, part 3, and "Results in Barometric Hypsometry," p.
515 of Report of the United States Geographical and Geological Surveys West of th~
100th Meridian, vol. II. A la1·ge amount of material on this subject has been collected
by the survey tmder the direction of the writer, but remains unpublished.)
Series of observations must be made at suitable longitudes, latitudes, and altitudes within the territory to be surveyed, and fi·om the data thus collected the tablee
must be prepared. As each survey is financially weak, and has but an tmcertain
tenure of existence, it is practically impossible to have these observations made.
'l'he economic importance of hypsometric work is very great because of its relation
to the agricultural industries of the country. In more than four-tenths of the United
States agriculture is dependent upon irrigation, and in all of this region the hypsometric relations or relative levels of the land to adjacent streams by which they ar~
t<> be fertilized must be determined. In all that vast area not a single farm can b~
cultivated or a site for an agricultural field selected without first determining by J.eveUng the practicability of reaching it 'vith water. While the government will not
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be expected to run lines of levels for indivhlual farmers, yet in the selection of lands
to be surveyed. and sold these facts cannot be neglecte<l.
The hypsometric methods now in use by the several sm·>eys are entirely inadequate
to meet these practical demands.
IV. The area to be mapped is very great. The expense of cartography is an important part of the total expense of the work. Each pa.rty being desirous of exhibiting the greatest results for the appropriations made, has endeavored to curtail the expense of cartography as far as possible. For this reason the maps have been rPproduced by cheap methods to serve temporary purposes, au<l the future nee<ls of the
country have been ignored. To some extent, especially by Clarence King au<l by myself, the subject of cartography has been inYestigated and experiments matle for the
purpose of determining methods best adapte<l to the wants of the country, considering
the magnitude of the work and the facts to be represented. Bnt because each survey
has been financially ·w eak these experiments have uot bct>n carriNl to the extent
which the im11ortance of the subject demands, and we are thus atlopting cartogmphic
methods imperfect and ephemeral.
A system of cartography should be used that will bt>st represent the characteristics
of the topography and convey the greatest amount of practical information, limited
only by considerations of cost. The maps thus constructed should be placed upou
materials that are enduring, as all the natural topographic fPatures are themselves
enduring, so that thereafter the plates coul<l be nsed by the government to meet all
wants that may arise fi·om time to time.
Finally the prosecution of the work by a numher of autonomous organiza,tions is
illogical, unscientific, and in violation of the fnn<la.mental law of JlOlitical economy,
namely, the law of the division of labor. The work slJOuld be unified or intt>grate<l
by placing it under one general management, and the division of labor should have a,
scientific basis; that is, it should be di.fferentiatetl so that there shall be a division
for geographical work embracing all methotls of mensm·n.tiou in latitudes, longitudes and altitudes, absolute and relative; and the representation of the re~>nlts in
appropriate charts. '!'here should be a department of geology embmcing all purely
scientific subjects relating to geological structure aml distribution, and practical subjects relating to mining and agricultural ii.H lustries. If ethnology, botany, and
zoology are to be embraced in the general scientific survey, each subject shoultl haYe
but a single organization, with a smgle hea<l subordinated to the general plan. In
such a way only can a proper integrated aml differentiated orgttnization be made. 'l'he
present multiplication of organizations for all of these purposes is unscientific, excessively expensive, and altogether vicious; preventing comprehensive, thorough,
and honest research, stimulating unhealthy rivahy, and leading to the production of
seusational and briefly popular rather than solid and endm·ing results.
By the act of Congress the National Academy of S ci~nces is instructed to consider
also the surveys of the public lands. These surveys have been carried on for nearly a
century; primarily, for the purpose of parceling the lands in such a manner that titles
to definite portions may be conveyed fi·om the government to individuals ; St'eondarily, that the value and characteristics of the lands may be determine(}. Dnriug the
time in which these sm·veys have been in progress about 1,138,000 square miles llave
been surveyed, at a cost of a little more than $23,000,000, or at an average cost of a
little more than $20 per square mile. In the prosecution of these surveys an attempt
has been made to establish the boundaries of legal Stlbdivision , and maps have been
constructed of every township surveyed, representing with greater or less accuracy
the topographic features of the same, and each surveyor was required to note the
character of the timber and certain facts relating to economic geology. For this work
surveyors have been paid by eontract for work done, instead of by salary for time employed. In pursuing this work the geography and geology of the country has been
studied to .some extent, but not with sufficient accuracy and thoroughness :&lr scientific or general economic purposes. The only su bstautial result accruing therefrom
has been the parceling of the lands by establishing boundaries, mul even this has been
imperfectly done by reason of certain faulty methods inherent in a system adoptell
nearly a century ago. Corners have been marked by planting wooden stakt's where
these were conveniently found, and in other regions, as the prairies, great plain. , and
naked valleys of the Rocky Mountain region, they have been marked by small heaps
of earth, which coul<l be easily raked together at the c01·nrrs of subdivisions. But
wooden stakes soon decay and heaps of earth are soon washl'<l away by storms. In
timber districts the lines are further marked by blazing the tree adjacent thereto, and
the plats mn.de by the surveyors were supposed to be additional means of ideuti{ying
the boundary-lines. To a large extent, howevt'r, these added securities have pl"Oved
unavailing. Marked trees are soon destroyed, and as no thorough topographic system was adopted the charts were practically valueless; hence the surveys of the public lands made for the purpose of parcelling the same ha.ve been of such a character
· that a heritage of litigation relatiug to bountlary-lines has been bectueathe<l to pos- ·
terity, ever increasing with the enhancing value of lands. For scientific pnrpof:es tha '
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geographic rl.'~mlts exhibited on the charts made by the surveyors have been valueless
for the following reasons:
Latitudes, longitudes, and altitudes have never been determined. The surveys have
been proceeded from a munber of initial points by north and south, and east and west
lines. The geographic co-ordinates of these initial points were never determined, and
no scientific checks were made in extending the lines therefrom.
The rmming of a straight line is au engineering feat of the greatest difficulty, and
no proper precautions were taken to secure eyen approximately straight lines. In this
manner, as the surveys proceeded from the several initial points, until they met, it
was found that no two systems could be made to agree, and it became necessary to
make connections by irregular fractional subdivisions, thus entailing on the land system a new set of difficulties. And, finally, in the topography and cartography no general system was adopted; the work has been given out by contract to deputy suryeyors and even sublet; thus a large number of persons have been engaged annually in
the work, each per on adopting a system of his own, it being necessary only to comply ·with certain general regulations established by law.
Latitude~:;, longitud(•s, altitudes, and topographic positions were neither established
absolutely nor relatiYcly with accuracy, a111l the cartographic methods have been so
diverse and imperfect that no general maps of value can be constructed from the vast
number of township maps on file in the Land Office. For further information on this
subject I refer to a little volume publi~:;hed by the Land Office, entitled "Instructions
t<;> Surveyors-General," and the "Report of the Hon. S. S. Burdett, Commissioner of the
General Land Office, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1875," and also to the "Report
of the Hon. J. A. Williamson, Commissioner of the General Land Office, for the fiscal
year ending Jnuc 30, 1877," copies of which are transmitted herewith, and in which
the statements ]Wrtinent to the si1bjects in hand are marked.
The syst('m of lalHl surveys as originally adopted was, in many respects, wise, but
it was never faithfull;r (•xecntcd, from the fact that after its first inception it neYer had
proper scientific su1wrvision. From an early date, instead of having a single head it
has a multiplicity of heacls; that is, there has been a number of surveyors-general (at
present there itre sixteen) vYorking independently of each other, and practically autonomous. These surve~Tor~:;-general do not directly conduct the surveys, but are law officers, intenn<'<liate between the Gener:tl Land Office and the deputy surveyors who do
the work, and hence are not chosen as experts, for their scientific qualifications, but
are selected for their h·gal acquirements and administratiYe talents. For this reason it
has happened that the system of surveys has not kept pace with modern science, and
has scarcely heen improved during the time (the grl'~Lter part of a century) in which
it has been in operation. It has fttilcd to meet the economic and scientific wants of the
country from the fact that it has lacked intelligent supervision on the one hand, and,
on the other, that it has been carried out by a great number of deputy surveyors "\Yhose
personal interests were opposed to accurate and scientific work, as they performed their
labors under contract. A list of the initial points from which surveys have been made
will be found in the accompanying document, marked "C."
There ~-et remains to be surve~'Cd an area of about 1,704,000 square miles, exclusive
of Alaska, and it is of paramount importance that the surveys of the puulic lands shall
hereafter be coll(luctcd in such a manner as to avoid the evils above referred to.
There are on file in the General Laud Office more than 35,000 manuscript maps, elaborately constructed on a scale of two miles to the inch, and repres('nting the topographic features of more than1,000,000 square miles of territory. Accompanying these
maps is an equal number of ma1mscript reports relating to the g('ologieal and physical
characteristics of the areas l:llll'Ve~Ted, the whole costing the government more than
$23,000,000; and they are all of imperfect value in the parceling of the lands, of little
or no value iu the consideration of economic questions relating to the public lauds,
and absolutely valueless for scientific purposes.
These records of the Laud Office furnish a gigantic illustration of the evils of badlydirected scientific work. A large corps of smTeyors has been employ('<l for U('arly a
century. Forests, 1n·airics, plains, and mountains have been traversed in many directions; millions of miles have been run with compass awl chain; chart aftPr chart has
been constructed with great labor; folio on folio has been placed among the national
, archives, containing fact~:; incoherent alHl worthless; an<l the n'conl has b('('ll ma<le
that here are trees, there ~:;wamps, aiHl yonder gla<les; that the lands snrYeyed are level,
hilly, or rolling; that sandstones arc fonn<l here, lim('stonC's there, or granite elsewhere; and so the reconll:l of useless facts have been pile<l np fi·om year to year until
they are buried in th<>ir own mass. That all of this la)wr and ('Xpense has been lost to
cieuce, m~ty well challenge the attention of the learned men of America, and when
propPrly understoo<l, tlwy will not be slow in <lemmHling ~L rt'form.
It i~:; scarcely necessary to in<licate to a, scientific bo<ly a metho<l by which thetw eYils
can be corn'cted in the fntm'c. Thl.'rc is one, and but one, adequate and inexpensive
method. The initial points should be connecte<l by a triangulation with a system of
short base-lines accurately measured, the latter h<wing their latitmles, longitudes, al-
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titudes, and azimuths properly determined, and from the geodetic poiuts established
in this triangulation all the lines of the parceling surveyH should be clwcked, and the
datum poiuts in the parceling surveys shonl<lbe marked with imperishable monuments
of stone or metal. By such a plan the boundary lines of parcels could be accurately
and permanently fixed and easily identified. The corner-posts wonhl not be immediately destroyed by natural agencies, and if lost by accide11t or removed by design, they
conltl be easily and accurately replaced, and the whole basis of the System, in its geodetic })Oints and triangles, would remain while hills amlmonntains stand and the stars
shine. In this manner a proper parceling of the public lands would be made, and at
the same time all other scientific purposes of a survey wou1d be snbservecl.
It is quite unneceHsary to represent to a learned bod~· tlw importance of a good trigonometric nrvey for scientific purposes. It is rather of its utilitarian purposes that I
would here speak, and especially of its importance to our system of survey~; of the
public lauds. Not only would the use of a primary triangulation as the basis oflandsnrve~·ing remedy the principal <lt•f(>ets of that s~·Htem, but it would be a means of
great economy in the final cost, antl would have ilH' iiJmlellSe adnlntage of rPJHlering
mnch of those surveys bot.h unnecessary aml inexnu;abl<', and would <listribnte the
coRt over the coming years ill a nwmwr le~u;t lmr<lensouw Hpon tlw rt>venue.
The relatively small proportion of the land l'emaining in tlw possl'ssion of the government which is useful for industtial purposes hat:~ had, in the last f<'w years, the
effect of locating the incoming 11opulation of the far West upon scattered districts
'vhcre water can be found, and these settlements are separated from each other by
mountains or by broad expau~:~es of barren plains "·hich, for many years to come, will
not be sold nor turned to any economic use except iu very rare instances. And yet
a survey is as essential to the title of the homesteader of Wyoming aud Idaho as to
the old settlers of Ohio and Illinois. To make that survey by present methods, and
in c.onformity with existing statutes, it is necessary to run line~:~ from standard meridians and parallels or from established township corners, and these lines must be ''marked
and measured" before the contractor cau.rect>ive his payluent. Connections of isolated
districts must thns be made through a series of township corners. The futility of
marking such corners 'vherever they may chance to fall in the mountains and deserts,
l1y snch perishable devices as are authorized by law, need~:~ no remark. The inaccuracy of such measurements in a difficult country is a con~:~eqnencc equally obvious.
The whole system is one which from the peculiar character of the western region renders necessary a very larg~ amount of surveying which serves no usefnl purpose except
to connect isolated districts and such connections are from the nature of the case
grossly inaccurate. To such a method the trigonometric method stands in the stron~
est possible contrast. By a judicious selection of natural and conspicuous geodetic
stations scattered over the laud, all superfluous surveying may be entirely avoided.
The latitudes and longitudes of such stations being once determined, they may become the datum-points or origins of local surveys of all districts which lie in their
vicinity. But while a trigonometric survey, if conducted with proper accuracy, is in
one sense an expensive undertaking, there may be danger of overe~:~timating- its relative cost. It could not he more expensive than the present land surveys whiCh yield
such poor and perishable results. But even here it is well to rememl1er that a triangulation, with a secondary and tertiary system of tria11gles, need not be at once extended over the entire domain, nor even over a very large proportion of it. Population in the far \Vest has shown a tendency to cluster around a number of localities of
relatively small extent, while the greater portion of the region is unoccupied. The
primary points once determined in a few narrow belts, it will be practicable to
expand a net of inferior triangles over those localities which need surveys while the
barren wastes may be left until a sm'Yey is needed for them. It will always be practicable to regulate the extent of the triangulation, and to adapt it to wants as they
arise.
The greatest economy of this method would arise from the fact that it would dispense with the unnecessary work of the present laud surveys. Recalling here the
fact that nuder the present method the work is done by contract, it obviously becomes
the pecuniary interest of the deputy to survey as much land as practicable provided
it will yiel<l him a profit. To a considerable extent he has di~:~cretion in the selection
of the districts which he has to survey, ancl being goYcrne<l solely by considerations
of profit, naturally, and quite lawfully, selects such lands as can be surveyed at least
cost to himself without regard to their present or even probable occupation by settlers. Many millions of acres have tlms been parceled without the lightest necessity, the lauds being worthless, a1Hl t.he land marks have been allowed to perish, and
all usefulrcsnlts have perished with them. We have bnt to contrast this prodigal and
wasteful method with the permanent and ever-useful results of a triangulation in
ord<>r to recognize the immense advantage of the latter.
'l'hl'Onghout the Rocky Mountain region, a great portion of the values of the public
domain subsist in the mines of gold, silver, cinnabar, lead, &c. The surveys of these
miuiug lands are carried on by methods even more poorly aclapte<l to reasonable re-
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quirem<'llts than those of the agricultural lands. The tracts of mineral lauds contabling ores of precious mehLls, titles to which are conveyed from the general government to indivi<luals, are surveyed by methotls so inaccurate that the surveys themselves
are of little valu(' in ideutif~·ing parcels, and in the courts the r('cords of such surveys
are of no value, parol evidence bPing necessarily substituted; for in general the values
of the miu('s exist within narrow horizontal limits awl should resurveys be made following original records it would always be probable that sites thus obtained woul<l
not coincide with the original one but would be in part or in wlwle established on
other grounds. Under .the law the surveys of mineral claims are connected either
with the corner posts of the land surveys or with'' mineral monuments," and this connection is made by lin<'s rm1 with compass m'l.d chain, and it should be remembered
that the mines are in the mountains where the use of these instruments involves the
greatest expense and secures the least accuracy. To this primitive and almost barbaric system of snrvPying the mineral lands may he attributed a large part of the disastrous litigation in which the mines of the Rocky Mountain region are involved.
I need scarcely say to a scientific body that such surveys are so inaccurate as to be
of no value whatever in determining the })Osition of the claims themselves. It thus
happens that when in a mineral district many claims have bflen suneyed, an attempt
is made in the snrv<'yor-general's office, or in the General Land Office in Washington,
to ]llot a number of such claims on a common chart, the several Sluveys are found to
be inconsistent with each other, and overlap or fail to connect. The claims themselYes
should be plotted on properly constructed topographic charts and be connected with
each other by triangulation, and the whole connected ·w ith the general s~· stem of triangulation which must be carried over the country.
Every mineral district should have a thorough topographic survey, and at convenient points throughout the district monuments should be erected and their absolute
and relative l)Ositions determined by fixing their angular relations to each other and
to the geotletic points of the general triangulation, and thus every miner would have
an accurate, simple, and inexpensive method by which the position of his claim coulcl
be fixed. But such properly constructed charts necessary for the identification of mineral claims and the proper recording of conveyances would meet all other wants.
It would be a sufficient guide to the engineer, for all general pluposes, in the location
of highways and hydraulic works, and a sufficient map for all scientific purposes. If
the work were properly done in the first instance, so as to be sufficient for all reasonable requirements, no duplication of the work ·w ould be necessary for any other purpose.
In the administration of the Land Office, there are important facts that should here
be considered. The following classes of lands are recognized under the laws:
1. Agricultural lauds or lands Yaluable for agrjculture without irrigation or drainage.
2. Swamp lands.
3. Irrigable lands ; lauds valuable for agriculture only with irrigation and designated in the law as "desert lauds."
4. Timber lands.
5. Live-oak and cedar lands.
6. Mineral-vein lands, or lands containing Yeins or lodes of goltl, cinnabar, copper,
lead, &c.
7. Placer lands, or land containing placer mines of the precious metals.
8. Coal lands.
( Vide Revised Statutes of the United States, 1878, title 32, chap. 6; title 32, chap.
10, sees. 2458-2468, inclusive; and title 32, chap. 11, sees. 2478-2490, inclusive.
.
Unitecl States Statutes at Large, vol. 19, chap. {07.
. Statutes of the United States passed at the second session of the Forty-fifth Congress,
chap. 151.)
An examination of the laws thus cit<'cl will show that the classes of lands mentioned
above are therein r<'cognizcd, and iu the administration of the laws relating to these
lauds those belonging to each specific class must be determined ; but no adequate provision is made for securing an accurate classification, and to a large extent the laws
are inoperative, or })ractically voifl; for example, coal l:1nds should be sold at ten or
twenty dolla,rs per acre, but the department haYing no means of determining what
lands belong to this class, titles to coal lands are usually obtained under the provision
of statutes that relate to lands of other classes; that is, by pnrchashing at $1.25 per
acre, or by homestead or pn'-emption entry. An examination of the laws will exhibit
this fact, that for the classification contemplated therein a thorough survey is necessary, embracing the geological and physical characteristi<'s of the entire public domain.
The only provision under the General Land Office for such a survey is contained in the
"Instructions to the surveyors-general" (t'ide p. 1R, and paragraphs under the head of
"Summary of objects ~nd data to be noted.") In the performance of those duties the
deputy snrYeyors, who do the work under contract, fttil entirely to proYiclt> the facts
necessary to the proper administration of the laws, and, in practice, the facts upon
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which transactions in the department are hased are obtain<'<l not from experts employed as government officers and competent to perform the task, hut on afihlavits
made by the pnrties interested, or by persons selectNl by them, and thP history of the
I.and Office abundantly exhibits the fact that States and i]l(lividnalA have to a large
extent obtained titles to lands from the general government under fraudulent representations.
From the above statement, it will he apparent that a thorough SlllT<'Y of the geolog;>
and physical classification of the entire domain is necessary to the administration of
the laws relating thereto.
The importance of such a survey in the industrial interf'sts of the country requires
brief mention. The greater part of the lands yet remaining in the possession of the
general governmPnt either needs protection on the one hawl from O\'er.tlow, because
of excessive humidity, or irrigation on the other, because of exc<>ssive aridity. The
utilization of all such lands depends upon the correct solution of gr<>at engineering
11roblems. Large portions of the public domain on the Gulf coast ar<> swamp lands;
the great river valleys of the South are flood-plains, which mnst be protected from the
waters which periodically flow over them; vast areas of swamp and lakelet lands
exist in the rcgion of the gTcat lak<>s that mnst be r<>deemed by drainage; the western
half of the United States is comparatively ari<l; in more than four-tenths of our
national area, exclusive of Alaska, agriculture is dep<'IHlent upon irrigation, and here
the lands are to be used only by the utilization of ri V<'rs and minor streams that are
chiefly fed by the sno'lv-fiel<ls of the Hocky Mountains. 'l'he rapid migration, which has
l)een greater during the past ten yPars than in any simnar portion of the history of the
United States, is pushing, in middle latitudes, qnito to tho wrge of possible agriculture without irrigation, and soon all the lands in the humi(l and suuhumid region
belonging to the general goYernmeut will be exhausted, and future settlers on public
domain will be compelled to resort to the lands to be drained or to the lands to be irrigated. On the Flondian peninsula, millions of acres, valuable for the growth of seaisland cotton or sugar, can be redeemed by the drainage of Okechobee Lake; on the
Gulf coast, millions of acres of swamp-land can be redeemed by prot<'cting them from
tidP-water; in the great flood-plains of the South, milliOJlS of acres of the rirhest land
of the continent can be redeemed by protecting them from periodic river iloods; in
the region of the great lakes, millions of acres can be redeem eLl by the <lrainnge of the
swamp and small lakes; and in the Rocky Mountain rC'giou, very many millions of
acres of land can be redeemed by spreading the rivers over the plains and valleys.
Some of the engineering problems thus indicated have important mutual relations.
The time must soon come when all the waters of the Missouri will be spread over the
great plains, and the bed of the river will be dry. A large part of the Arkansas must
also be taken out to fertilize the lands adjacent to its Tipper course, and still farther
south the waters of the upper ramifications of the Red River must be used. The utilization of these waters flowing dluing the sPason of irrigation, and the storage of the
Slll1)lns, will have an important efi'ect upon the Mississippi River, and will, to some
extent at lPast, relieve the great valley plains of the l\1il-;sissippi, extending from the
mouth of the Ohio to the Gulf of Mexico, from the dt•vastatiHg floods to which it is
pPriodically subject. · It has been pointed out, alHl it is w<>ll known to the scientific
uwn of the country, that the present system of protecting these lands by levees is not
only excessively expensive lmt entirely inadeqnat<', and it has becn further shown
that it is practicable to redeem thPse lands by the storagf' of tho waters. (Vide Ellet:
Physical Geography Mississippi Valley. Smithsoui~tn Contrilmtions to Knowledge,
Vol. II.) But if the C'xcess of waters can he nsPd for irrigation a double purpose will
be accomplished, and if the relief thus obtainPd is qumttitatively insufficient, a thorough investigation of the subject should be mad<', for the pm1wHe of determining what
additional measnrcs can be adopte(l that ·will be efficient mHl Pconomic.
Again, in the arhl region of the United States, which is more than four-tenths of the
whole area, as had been stated, but a comparatively small portion can be redeemed by
irrigation, ancl what remains is not of much value. It is, considPring the wants of the
country, in the main bountifully supplied with timber, but the timber is not distributed
on or adjacent to the agricultmallands; it is found on the high plateaus and molmtaius where climatic conditions make agriculture impo::;siblo. Betw<'en the elevated
timber regions and the liTigable lands adjacent to tho streams aTe broad stretches of
plain, vallPy, hill, and mountain-lands valuable to some extent for grazing purposes.
These physical characteristics ef the country demand further investigation, and the
classification of the lands of the public domain now involv<'d in the laws relating
thereto must necessarily in the immediate future bf' somewhat enlarged. For a more
thorough exposition of this subject, I beg leave to refer you to my report on the "Lands
of the Arid HPgion of the United States," copies of which I transmitted to the vice-president of the National Academy of Sciences September 24, ·with the request that the
same be distributed among the members of the committee.
The greater part of the remaining public domain is in the far \Vest. The immediate
incentives to its settlement are the mines of precious metals found in its mountains.
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It is a region of vaRt and inexhnustible wealth, and gold, silver, cinnabar, copper, lead,
iron, and coal abound. In the State of Arkansas and the Gulf States east of the Mississippi River, where important l)ortions of the public domain are found, the mountains
are great repositories of mineral wealth. In all of these regions a geological survey is
necessary not alone to the proper administration of the Land Office, but it. is of vast
importance and of great value to the general government and te the people of the
United States by properly exhibiting the character and extent of our mineral resonrceR.
In the statements thhs briefly made, I have attempted to indicate by a few illustrations the character of the scientific problems involved in the question submitted by
Congress to the Academy of Sciences, and the more important economic considerations that inhere in the subject. .
l!'rom the statement above, though briefly and imperfectly made, it will be clear
that a proper scientHic survey 8mbracing the geography of the public domain with the
parceling of the lands, and the geology with all the physical characteristics connecte(l
therewith, is necessary for the following reasons:
. First, to secure an accurate parceling of the public lands and enduring boundary
lines.
Second, for the proper administration of the laws rebting to the public lands.
Third, for a correct and full knowledge of the agricultural and mineral resources of
the lands;
And fourth, for all purposrs of abstract science.
These considerations are ample to secure from theN ational Legislature all necessary
financial endowments for the prosecution of the surveys. It should be remembered
that the statesmen of America who compose and have composed our National Legislature have been not averse to the endowment of scientific research when such research
is properly related to the industries of the people. The verity of this statement will be
more apparent by the consideration of thel following facts:
For scientific work carried on under the direction of the War Department, the following appropriations have been made:
River and harbor improvements:
For the fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1876 ................................ . $5,900,000
For the fiscal yrar C'nding J nne 30, 1877 ................................ .
4,550,000
l!'or the fiscal year e:nding J nne 30, 1879 .......••••.•....................
8,200,000
Signal-service:
507,000
For the fiscal year ending June30, 1876 ................................ .
349,000
For the fiscal year ending Jnne30, 1877 .......••..•••••.•.••....••......
For the fiscal year ending Jnne 30, 1~78 ... _...•...•.•...•.•••..••..••.• _
326,000
For the fiscal year <'nding June 30, 1879 ... : ..... __ ........... ___ ....... .
404,000
Lake surveys:
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1876 .... __ . _ .. ·...................... .
150,000
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1877 ....... _.....•••••.•.•.•.•.. _.. _.
100,000
For the fiscal year C'n<ling June 30, 1878 .. ___ ... __ ........ _............. .
110,000
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1879 .••••.......••.•..••••.••••...••.
99,000
In addition to the tlirect appropriations mentioned above, large indirect appropriations were made in the bills l)roviding for the support of the Army. In some cases
the indirect appropriations were even larger than the direct.
For scientific work carried on under the direction of the Treasury Department, the
following appropriations haYe been made:
Coast Survey:
For the fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1876 .......................... ___ .•... $717,000
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1877, (including deficiency} ........... .
626,000
For the fiscal year ending J nne 30, 187o .............................. __ ..
468,000
}'or the fiscal year ending June 30, 1879 ..... _..................... _..... .
547,000
Weights and l\~easures :
For the fiscal year ending .June 30, 1876 ................................. .
7,600
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1877 ................................ ..
9,700
Por the fiscal year ending June 30, 1878 ......••••••...................•.•
4,700
For the fiscal year ending J unc 30, 1879 ....................... _... _..... .
5,000
Light-House Board:
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1876 ............................ '" •.•. 2, 750, 000
:For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1877 ..••.••.••••..•••...••••.......... 2, 470,000
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1878 .................................. 2, 130,000
For the fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1879 ................. _••••••. :. • . . . . . . 1, 970, 000
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Por scientific work carried on nml<'r the tlircction of the
lowing appropriations haYe been made:

Nay~-

Department, the fol·

Naval Observatory:
For the fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1876 ...........•..••..••••••••••••..•••• $20,500
21,300
}~or the fiscal year ending June 30, 1877 ..••••............•••..•.•••••••....
For the fiscal year· ending J mw 30, 1878 ..•..•.••••...............•••....... 28,000
For the fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1879 ...•.•........•......•...•••••...••. 23,100
Nautical Almanac :
J'or the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1876 .•..••.........•.........•.••...•..·• 24,500
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1tl77 ....................•..•.•.......... 19,500
}~or the fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1878 ......•••......•••••.•••••....••••••
19,500
}~or the fiscal yea:r ending J nne 30, 1tl79 ••••.....•••. •· ••• .••••.••.•••••..•• 22,500
Por scientific work carried on under the tlirection of the Interior Department the
following appropriations have beenruade:
General Land Office:
}~or the fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1869 ................................. .
$535,000
}_,or the fiscal year ending June 30, 1870, (inclmliug deticienc~T ) ..........••
575,000
}~or the fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1871 ................................. .
790,000
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1872, (including deficiency) .••••.......
790,000
Por the fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1873 ................................. . 1,24H,OOO
}~or the fiscal year ending J nne 30, 187 4 .•...........•••••.•••••.........• 1,365,000
}~or the fiscal year ending June 30, 1875 ................................ .. 1,238,000
For the fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1876 ................................. . 1,097,000
550,000
For the :fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1877, (including deficiency) ........... .
474,000
For the fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1878 ......••••••..••••......•••..••••
535,000
}-,or the :fiscal year ending J nne :30, 1879 •.••••••...•...••..•••••.•.••....•
The expenditures umler the Land Office have ucen given for ten years, from the fact
that for the past two or three years the approp1'iations made under this head have
been greatly diminished. This diminution was due to the fact that it had come to be
recognized b~- Congress that the surveys were carrictl on by faulty anu wasteful
methods.
The items mentioned above are only approximations, as the writer is not able to
state exactly what proportion of the office expenditures of the General Land Office
should be included under this head. One-fifth of the general expense of maintaining
the office has ueen included.
Por scientific work carried on under the direction of the United States Commission
Pish and Fisheries, the following appropriations have been made:
I

Por the fiscal year encling J nne 30, 1876 .................................. .. $53,500
For the fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1877 ................................... . 36,000
Por the :fiscal year endi:o.g J nne 30, 1878 ................................... . 51,000
Por the :fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1879 ................................... . 51,000
From the several reports made in answer to the resolution of the Ron. J. D. C. Atkins,
it appears that the following has been the total cost of the difterent geographical
and geological surve~~s that have been in progress of late ~-ears, up to June 30, 1878,
to which is added the appropriation for the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1879:
United States Geological Explm·ation of the 40th Parallel, uncle1· Clarence King:

Amount expended np to June 30, 1878 (1868-1872) .......................... $386,711
United States Surveys and Ex1Jlorations tvest of the 100th
M. Wheeler:

~1leridian,

1tnde1· Lieut. Geo.

Amount expended u1-. to June 30, 1878 (1869-1878) _......................... $499,316
Appropriation for the fiscal year ending June 30,.1879......................
50,000
Uuited States Geographical and Geological Surrey of the Territories, uncler Prof. F. V.
Hayden:
Amount expended up to June 30, 1878 (1867-1878) .......................... $615, 000
Appropriation for the fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1879 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
75, 000
United States Geographical and Geological S,n1'vey of the Rocky Mountain Region,
tmder J. W. Powell :
Amount expended np to Jnne 30, 1878 (1871-1878) ................•......... $209,000
Allpropriation for the fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • .
50, 000
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The al.Jove statement of appropriations does not include those nuule for the Agricultural Department, ·where scientific investigations are pursued to some extent, nor the
many temporary appropriation such as those made for the Polaris expedition, and for
investigations relating to steel and iron. It will appear from the al.Jove that the direct appropriations made for great national work involving scientific research amount
to more than eight aml one-half millions of dollars annually ; and shoul<l Wf' include
the indirect appropriations, the amount would be considerably more than ten millions
of dollars.
Much of this great amount has not been given directly for scientific research, but
all the work pel'formed under these expenditures has involYed scientific investigation,
and there haye resulted therefrom num~· valuable contributions to knowledge; thus
ilcientiii.c research in many fiehls has had munificent endowment.
These amounts have been appropriated directly for the purpose of making many of
the great industries of the p<'ople at large more remunerative and secure, but the history
of the legislation connected tlu·re\vith and the preliminary discussions in the National
Legislature abundantly show that the ::;tatesmen of the country have not l.Jeen umuindful
of the scientific results which might accrue then'fi:·om, but, on the contrary, such results
have receive<l <lne considPration and have been1)otent in st>curing the advocacy of many
wise and abh• men. In submitting a 11lan to Congress for the organization of a geographical aml geologic·al snrvPy, tlwse facts shouhl not be ignored. The suney
should be allit>d to tlw great imlustrinl iuterPsts of tlw country, those relating to agriculture aml mi11ing being of greatest magnitude, aml affecting the largest numlwr of
people.
A survey organized for thP purposes which I have hulicatf'(l will alwa~·s rN:eive
ample support because the rP::;ults of its work will increase the national ·w ealth, a,ncl
beneficially aJl:'ect the largest proportion of the l)eople. But a geographical and geological survey divorced from the::;e economic c01miderations, and devoted to research
valuable chiefly for abstract sci<>nce, must always be weak and have an uncertain tenure of existence; for in the efforts made to reduce the expenses of administration and
drainagE' on uational1·evenue such expendihU'es would l)e the first to be cut off. A
geogmphical and geological sun•ey, to be pel'-mane!H, vigorous, cwcl efficient, shonlcl include the
8111Tey of the public land8 and be subsiclial'y thel'eto.
In the exPcution of the trust impose(] by law on the National AcadPmy of Scienees,
two important facts, not having <lirect mention in the statement above, merit att<>ntion.
First. rnder the Com.;t Snrv<>y a transcontinental triangulation is now in progresR,
and much has already b<•en aceompli::;hed, as the Coast Survey has a very large number of pPrsons trained as experts in geographical sciencf'. Two such systems of triangulation are unnecessary; the one now in progress should be made the basis of all
future geoO'raphical work in the United States.
Second. 9rhe Signal Service Office has already established many stations throughout
the country for barometric observations, and these, to a, large extent, can he utilized,
both in the preparation of hypsometric tables and in the general work, and the results
of the data collPcted by that office are of prime importance in considering many of the
questim1s relating to land ecouomicH; hPnce there should be hearty co-op('ration hetween the Signal Service aml the geological ::;m·veys.
COST OF A UEOGHAPIIICAL AXD GEOLOGICAL SlJRYEY.

The average coAt of the land ~mrveys, from the time they were institute(] to thP pr<>sent, ha::; been som<>thing morf' than twenty dollars per square mile. In the earlier
years it was mnch less; in later much more, for obvious rPasons. The mountainous
region of the West presents many more difficulties than the plains, prairies, and level
lands of the East. At present, these sm·veys cost fi·om twenty-five to thirty dollars
per square mile, and if the> pr<>sent system continues the cost must Hteadily increase hecause of increasing difficulties. After a careful consideration of this snbject, and some
familiarity with the methods and cost of the land surveys and of the gPograpbical anil
geological smTeys of this country, aucl, to some extent, of those in Europe, I am of
the opinion that all necessary geogmphic survf'ys, includi11g the parceling of the
lands, could be made within tlw expense now iue1ured for the land ilnrveys. Throughout the western half of the Uuitecl Statf's all geogmphic work can l.Je performed at a
slight comparative cost, on account of certain physical conditions existing th('rein.
Because of aridity the country it> largely destitute of timbPr, and the prPseuce of timber greatly incrPas<>s the cost of this wOTk; it is also a mountainous country, wlu'rc
salient point::; for triangulation are abundant, and from its numerous elevations the intervening valley::; are readily commanded.
For the same reason, viz, excessive aridity, and the destitution of vegetation rc>sulting therefrom, a geological survey can be carried on at a comparatively slight cost.
Not covered by soils and vegetation, the whole country is au open book, where geological structure and distributio~ are plainly revealed, and the geologist is often a hie
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to discover at a single glance from some emine:o.ce what in regions favored with a
greater humidity would be found out only after weeks or even months of patient toil.
In comparing the cost of the surveys which should he made in this COJ-mtry with
those made in Europe, the diverse purposes for which these surveys are made should
receive attention. In Europe the areas to he surveyed, in comparison with extent of
population and national wealth, are small; in America the areas to be surveyed, in
comparison with the population and wealth, are great; in Europe, large standing armies are supported, and the several governments stand ever prepared for war; by
those nations which have or are executing the most elaborate surveyR, the object is to
prepare detailed charts of every possible battle-field within their dominion, which, in
fact, embraces the whole area of their territory. The relation of tho United States
to adjacent nations on the continent is such that our statesmen do not think it necessary to support a large standing army, and in the organization of a survey of the
United States it is not necessary to consider this military purpose. vVe need not construct maps on a scale so elaborate as we should were we compelled to consider the
whole area of the country as a succession of battle-fields; but general charts, suffi- ·
ciently elaborate for economic and scientific puq)oses, would serve all purposes of
military strategy or the planning of campaigns.
In discussing geographic surveys, we may ctivide the snbjcct-nmtter into two parts:
first, the survey and re1Jresentation of the natural features, which we may call the
natu1·e portion of the work; and, second, the survey and deliueation of the more prominent works of Inau upon the snrface of the earth; this we may call the culture portion. In the surveys made for military purposes this cultme part receives relatively
enormous attention.
Again, in those countries of Enrope where the most elaborate and expensive surveys are executed, the lands are in great part incln<led in large estates which belong
to the landed gentry; the few owners are all-powerfnl in the administration of the
several governments, and it is considered by them that the culture of every estate,
its forests, its fields, its orchards, its walls, its hedges, its ditches, its buildings, &c.,
should be a matter of public record; that the exteut, characteristics, and appurtenances of every estate should be thoroughly understood, in order that the position and
importance of every great family in the social fabric may be clearly set forth. These
reasons for an elaborate survey do not exist in this country, and in such a work, carried on by authority of the general government, should receive but slight attention.
The position of towns, highways, &c., should be determined and marked, but the
vast details of culture should be omitted. The nature part of the survey is permanent; the culture portion in this comitry is rapidly changing, and if municipalities,
townships, countie!', or States should desire to prosecute detailed culture-surveys,
the proper charts representing the nature portion would be furnished ready to their
hands. In fact, t,h ese smaller units of our political organization do engage in these
enterprises, and many districts, townships, and counties have prepared elaborate
charts of' their areas; usually, however, neglecting the nature portion of the work.
In the immediate future it is probable that the farm unit in the western portion of
our country will be changed, so that it will not be necessary to parcel the public lands
into tracts so small as we are now doing under existing laws. This matter I htwe set
forth more fully in my "Report on the Arid Lands of the United States," to which I
again beg to call the attention of the committee. Should this change be made, the
expense of the land surveys will be materially diminished, and the saving therefrom
will probably defray the cost of the geological portion of the work. In this paper,
howeYer, I ha,re based my statements wholly on the facts mul htw·s as they now
stand.
ZOOLOGY Al\"'D BOTA...."'\Y.

.

In considering the broatl question of \Yhat shonM be the attitude of a, government
towarcl scientific surveys, it is not apparent why the problem should present in this
country any greater difficulties than those presentetl in Europe. It has thrre been
discussed alike by statesmen aud by men of science with no difference of opinion as to
general conclusions, and among the le~tding minds very little as to details. It will
probably be universally admitted that the endovnnent of' science by governments
should be very limited and scrupulously confined to those objects of reseatch which
under ordinary circumstances could not or would not be undertaken by individuals.
This conclusion does not arise so much from considenttions as to what may be the
duty of the government as from the fact that the efforts and energies of individuals
acting from no other stimulus than the love of science are productive of better results
than when acting under the stimulus of government patronage. There can, however,
be little doubt that a topographic survey and a general geologic survey are works
which f8ll fully within the class which may and ought to be sustained by the government. It is because of the great magnitude and expense of such undertakings, which
place them far beyond the reach of individual enterprise.
But a government which patronizes and sustains such investigations has the unques-
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tion<-'<1 right to llemaml in return results which ~ball be not merely for the benefit of
the seie11tific, the learned, and the cultured, but for the immediate use and wants of
all classes. It has the right to demand not only results of general value, but those of
utilitarian Yalne. In a popular government like ours these considerations are even
more for<:illle than in those governments where the dominant classes belong to the
middle all(l higher orders. A slnTey in this country, sustained by the government,
which doe, not closely ally itself to those utilitarian demamls cannot be strong or
permanent; nor can it face the puhlie with demands for subsidies, as if they were
thing~ of right. Tlwse smTeys Rhould be both ostensibly alHl really so closely related
to the Jlractical wants of tho people an<l of the goyernmcnt itRelf that no question
eonhl e\·er he reasonably raised against their utility or eY<-'n necessity. They shouhl
:till in tlw pnhlic sclwme a pm<ition analogous to those which are fille<l by the Coast
~nrY<-'y, Signal SPnic<', Naval Olls<>ryn,tory. Agricultnrnl Department, and the Lightl-Ions<' establishment. Nor is tlu're the slighte~;t danger that in an organi;;;tttion upon
snell a l~asis and for sneh purpoHes the interests of :,;ci<>nce would suffer. No objection
could be Tais<'d eYcn lly the most capiions ngainst the lH'osecntion of any hranch of
sci<>ntitic l'<•seareh propt•rly co-ordiwtt<'d with ~;uch tt work, on tlw gromul of its being
too thorough or too t'xhnusti \' e. Ohjedions conl<l comnwnee only when sndt n snrY<'Y shonl<l yeuture heyOIHl th<' strid limits of its prop<'r JHU'Yiew, alHl it must he
admitted that ohjectiom; then eouhl not be commenced too quiekly or be ma<le too
strong.
The liberality ·which has always hePn manifest<'<l in CongrPSR alHl in the rxecntiYc
<lt>partmeuts towanls sciC'nti fie n•srare his a full guarantee for the presPnt at least, :nw
<lonbtless also for the fnture, that a smTey r<'striding its nction to its JHOlwr fielll 7 hut
prosecutiug it to the utmost within that :tiel<l, will ht' most lih<' rally providetl for aml
allumlantly sustained.
It wonld, in my opinion, h<> nnallvisabl<> for goYermnPnt to snstain a11<lf'1Hlow rrst>arch
in the various branches of ;;;oOlogy an<l botany except in a, very limited way awl for
very narrow mHl spP('i a 1 purposes. It may, iwleNl, often ha,ppPn tlutt sp<'cinl inqn iries
in zoology and hotan.v may swldt>ul~_. acquire the importn,nce of qnestions nffpcting
intirnatt>l~~ th<' national w<>lfar<>, likt' the TaYngN; of locusts all(l tlw cotton-worm, or subjects rrlating to tlw growth tt(((l]H'Otluction of forests, nml th<>s<> inqniri<>s may r<'<piire
immNli::th' prosPcution at gr<'at expensP. Snch exceptions can always be taken into
eousi<lemtion as they nrise. Tlwy do not appear to invalidat<> the gpnpra,l rule lwre
snggestt>d, that zoology an<l botany as branches of general s<·i<'nce are not proper subjects of govPrnmPntal pn,tronage. PPrhaps it i:;; safe to tak<' the gromul that those sei~
enc<-'s are injnred rather than llPnefited by such patronage, unless it is extended in
the most cautious and Rparing- m:tnner, for assured patronage cannot be nee<led to
stimulate such res<>arclws. Tlw workers in these fiPI<ls ahPa<ly nnmb<>r thom;alHls,
may it not llc safely sai<l tPns of thousands, who nPither ask 110r want the slightest
assistance from the govcrnnwnt. It is by the numberless tributes of this grea,t throng
of s<'ekN·s after knowledge that the grPat mass of facts constitnting the body of those
sciences is accumulated. It is hy the master minds in th:tt throng that the broad and
philosophic gmwralizfitions are e-\·ok<'d, and of these lPa<lPrs of thought every generation fnrni:,;hes its modicum. Surely no one will urge that it is the duty of government
to add half a dozf'n workers to the grPat army 'Of il1(1epend<>nt investigators, awl no
one will pn'telHl that any mnonnt of snbsidizing can create a single philosopher. The
largest amonnt which Congress conltl be nsked to appropriate would hear hut a, triftiug
ratio to th<' aggr<'gate snm exp<'nded by in<lividna,l~; and institutions of learning,
either directly or indir<'ctly, in tl1<> pros<'cution of zoologic ::tn<l botanic research.
Nor does it seem wis(, that tlw government shonl<l assume the responsibility a111l
f'XlW11S<' of the publication of sneh works. Mag:.'tzines, the proceedings and trans:tctions of learne<l hotliPs, alHl hooks puhlishetl on the same basis as ordinary literatnr~
will atfor<l ample nwans for making known all discoveri<'s aml nll generalizations in
those hr:tncht>s. ~eientific magazineR aiHl proc<>t><lings will nev<'r r<>fnse the publication of contributions, howt'Y<'l' small, 1n·ovi<lP<l they possess real valn<', and it will
hanlly he <l<' nied that if th<>y do not possess that value they ought not to incumber the
literature of sei<'nCP. Nor will nwans he ·w anting for tlu~ publication of largf'r and
more compr<'hensive \Yorks wlH'n tlwir value lwars a dne ]H'Oportion to their volmne
aud cxpells<' of e<lition. It may he laid <lown as a safe rnle that works upon zoology
and botany whil'h an' of snftil'ient value to warrant th<>ir pnhlicfition will ordinarily
fin<' the m<'ans tlmmgh <'xi~;ting chmmels, mul those which arc of inferior Yalne thee
gov<'rniDPnt wonltlnot lw jnstifi.<><l in publishing.
The enormous hnlk an<l chaotic character of the lit<'ratnrc of these hranchf's is nniYt'rsally felt hy naturalists to he a SPriou~; evil. Those S('iPnces are hPavily ellcnmhered and cloggt><l hy the yery mngnitu<le of their publications. It will not he suppose<l for a moment that tlie entry of the government into the fi.el<l as a. misc<'llaneons
pnblisher will in any manner ntl:'ect existing channels of publication, but would mer<>ly
op<-'n another flood-gate. Nor is tlwre any guarantee that its zoologic an<l botanic
works would he more valnable in mattPr Ol' more concentratetl in intellectnal nonrish-
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ment than those which are culled and sifted by scientific periodicalt) mul the commercial publishing-houses.
For such reasons, I do not think it wonld be wise to iucltulc zoology mul botany in
the l)la,n to be rcco1mnmulcd to Congrc:;s.
ETllXOLOGY.

Unlike the subjects last mentiouc(l, there arc reasons "\Yhy dlmologic researches, or
investigations relating to the North American Indians, shonld he f(mtere(l by the general governm.eut. The work is of great magnitude; more than four hundred languages
belong to about sixty djfi'erent stoeks having h<'en found within the territory of the
United States. Little of value can be accompliHhed in makinginve!:!tigations in other
branches of the field without a thorough knowl<'tlge of the lauguage!:!. Their sociology, mythology, arts, &c., are not properly known until the people thcmHelves arc
understood, with their own conceptions, opinions, mulmoti Y('S. The subjects of stud~
are remote from the centers of civilization an(l cultnn•, anti tlms inacce!:!sible to the
great body of .A-merican scholars. The field of rm;carch iH H}lf>t'tlily narrowing becam;e
of the rapid change in the Indian population now in progn'ss; all hn bits, customs,
and opinions aTe fading away; even langnag!'s are disap1waring; and in a very few
;years it will be impossible to study om· North American Indians in their primitive condition except from recorded history. For this reason ethnologic ::>tutlies in America
should be pushed with the utmost vigor.
But there arc other cogent reasonR lcalling to the same couclnsion. In the whole
area of the United State!:!, not including Alaska, th<'re is uot an important valle~r unoccupied by white men. The rapi(l spread of civilization sinee 1849 has placed the
white man and the Indian in clircct conflict throughout the "\\' hole area, and the "Indian problem" is thus forced upon us, and it 11wst be solved, wi::>ely or unwisely.
Many of the difficulties are inhm'eut mul cannot be a,yoided, but an eqnalnnmber are
unnecessary all(l are canse<l by the lack of our knowleclge relating to the Indians them.selyes. Savagery is not inchoate ci Yilization; it is a distinct status of society, with
its own institutions, customs, philosophy, and religion; and all these must necessarily
be overthrown before new institutions, custouu;, philosophy, and religion can be intro<lnce<l. Tho f<tilure to recognize this fact has wrought inconceivable mischief in our
management of the Indians. For the proper elucidation of this statement a volume
is necessary, bnt I shall have to content myself with some brief illustrations.
Among all the North American Imlians, when in a primitive condition, personal
property was almost unknown; ornaments and clothing only were recognized as tho
property of the imlividual, anu these only to a limiteu extent. The right to the soil
.as landed property, the right to the products of the chase, &c., was inherent in the
gens, or clan, a body of consangnini'i, a group of relatives, iu some cases ou the male
side, in others on thefemale. Inheritance was never to the children of the deceased
but alway:; to the gens. No other crime was so grea,t, no otlwr vice so abhorrent, as
the attempt of an iucliYidual to u~;e for himself that which helougecl to his gens in common; hence the personal rights to property recognized in civilization are intensely
olmoxiou!:! to the Indrrm. He lookH upon our whole s~·sh'm of property rights aH an
enormous evil and au uupanlonable siu., for which the gods will oventmtlly 1mni::>h the
""IYicked and blasphemouH white man.
From these opinions, inherent alike in their social institutions and religion, arises the
cliffieulty which the government has always met in obtaining the consent of the Indians to the (listribution of lands among them in seventlty. Tribes h:-..Ye been willing
to receive lands and distribute them themselves·among their gens. Among those Indians who have been longest in contact with the white man, H!:! the tribes in Indian
Territory and Minnesota, much property has been accmnulated, and with the increase
of their wealth the question of inheritance and individual ownership has at last spontaneously sprung up, and at the present time these tribes are intensely agitated on the
subject; the parties holding rarlical sentiments are rapidly increasing, ancl it is probable th<tt soon, among these tribes, the customs of civilization in this respect will be
acloptecl Among all other tribes the ancient customs are still adhered to with tenacity. In this matter, and many .others of a simHar character rehttiug to their customs
and belief, we must either deal with the Incliau as he is, looking to tho slow but irresistible influence of civilization with which he is in cont<tct to efi'ect a change, or we
must reclnce him to abject slavery.
The attempt to transform a savage into a ciYilized man by a law, a policy, mi administration, through a great conversion, "as in tho twinkling of an eye," or in months,
or in a few yPars, is an impossibility clearly appreciated by scientific ethnologists who
uuuerstand the institutions and social condition of the In(lians. This great faet has
not in general been properly recognized in the administration of Indian affairH. A few
of the wiser missionaries, and a few officers of the Indian Bureau have recognized some
of the more important facts, but in general they have been ignored.
Again, we have usually attempted to treat with tribes through their chieft), as if
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they wielde<.l absolute power ; but an Indian tribe is a pure democracy; their chieftaincy is not hereditary, and the chiefis but the representative, the speaker of the tribe,
and can do no act by which his tribe is bound without being instructed thus to act
in due and established form. The blunders we have made and the wrongs we have
inflicted upon the Indians because of a failure to recognize this fact have been cruel
and inexcusable, except on the ground of our ignorance.
Within the United States there are about sixty radically distinct stocks of Indians.
The history of the country shows that no coalition between tribes of different stocks
has ever beel\ successful; a few have been attempted, but these have been failures.
A knowle<.lge of this fact, and tho fmther knowledge of the extent of the several
stocks as they can be classed by linguistic affinities, would be of great value in our
administi'ation of Indian affairs. In the late Nez Perce war much fear was entertained
lest the Shoshones and PaiUtes of Utah and Nevada would join with the Nez Perces
in their re,·olt, and tho officers of the Army, as well as those of the Indian Office, were
exceedingly anxious in regard to this matter; and tho papers were :filled with rumors
that such a coalition had been made; the result proved, what had been confidently
predicted, that no such alliance could be formed, and the Shoshones and PaiUtes WCI'e
enlisted to fight against th<' Nez Perces.
,
I might continue to illul:!trate the suhjcct in many ways did time permit, but tho
foregoing must ·uffice.
.
I think it will be apparent from what I have said that a thorough investigation
of North American etllllolog~· wonlcl be of great value in our Inclian Office. The reasons
which I haYe briefly set fOl'th as in1lucncing my opinion that the general government
should ]HOvidc for rel:!enr<'hes in this field have for many years, to a greater or less
extent, been recognized by Congress. Twice in the history of legislation in this country
we find that proYision has been made, by apJ)ropriations, for ~his work, and it has
heen discontinued each time only because the character of the researches made failed
to obtain the confidence and respect alike of statesmen and scientists. I therefore
snbrnit th£' opinion to the committee that it ·w ould be wise to recommend to Congress
the continuation of researches in this field, and consider in so doing under what
supcrnston it should be placecl to secure wisdom and efficiency in the prosecution.
Looking to this cud, I would suggest that the Smithsonian Institution has accom})lished, in this clirection, more than any or all other agencies.
·with resprct to the last part of tlw inquiry, relating to the distribution of publications, pennit me to express the opinion that, in acldition to the number of reports
usually onlered by Congress for tho usc of its members, which experience has shown
are in the main ·wis<'l~' distributecl, an additional number should be 1mblished to be
<listributed among institutions of learning and public libraries of the United States
and to scirntific bodies throughout the world for exchange, and a suitable nmuher
of extra copies to be solcl at cost of paper, press-,vork, and binding to persons who
desire them. '!'his would make the publication of the surveys accessible to the scholars
of the country at reasonable rates without detriment to the public revenues. Permit me
to point out tho fact that the present provision haYing tho same end in view is practically inoperative, because the work must be ordcrec.l before publication, and hence
before the facts in relation to it are known.
In the above statement I have attempted to recommend no specific plan of organization or specific method of survey, but have attempted simply to set forth some of the
more important economic considerations which should receive attention, believing that
all scientific aspects will recci vc duo consideratiou and that mention of the same by
m:~self would he unnece sary.
'It is a matter ofprofouucl'gratification to me that Congress has submitted this im})Ortant question to the consideration of the bocly of learned alHl wis£> men who compose
the National Academy of Sciences, and I am deeply impressed wit,h the honor which has
been confcrr£'<~ in calling upon me for this statement of my views.
I am, w1th great respect, your obedient servant,
J. \Y. POWELL.
Hon. CAHL Scm.mz,
Seel'eiary of the l11fe1'ior.
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